Govt. Degree College, Kanchanpur, North Tripura

Walk-in-Interview for Guest Lecturer

A walk-in-interview is scheduled on 07/11/2023 at 11.30 A.M in the chamber of the Principal for engagement of Guest Lecturers in the following subjects (1) Bengali (2) History (3) Political Science (4) Education (5) English (6) Kokborok. (7) Philosophy (8) Physical Education. (9) Computer Science.(10) Environmental Studies (11) Office procedure and Management.

Essential Qualification: For Sl no. 1 to 9 at least having 55% marks in Master Degree in concerned subject. Sl.No. 10. EVS Master Degree in EVS/Bio science with at least 55% marks Sl.No. 11. Office procedure and Management - M.Com with 55% marks or PG with diploma/certificate course in 'Office procedure and Management.

Interested candidate may appear in the interview with all credentials in original and photocopies along with an application in plain paper. Engagement of the said Guest Faculties will be made on merit basis by way of maintaining the reservation policy of the state government and screening API score followed by interview. The engagement is purely temporary with remuneration of Rs. 500/- only per class.N.B:-5% relaxation in marks eligibility for ST/SC/PWD candidates.
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